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About This Game

SECTOR is a simple hardcore classic shooter game that you play the role of Dimitri, he and another scientists made fail
biological tests and the infected enemies took possesion of technology evolution. Survive at this severe place, fighting against

creatures and solving problems, now you need to place the order.

Main Features

- Classic shooter

- Old School atmosphere

- Difficult as Hell
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It has a 40 minute Let's Play as its trailer. What more could you want?. i expected this game to be bad, but it wasnt to bad at all.

it got differcult when it became dark and trying to shoot something you cant see was fun.. Ok lets start.. you wil not like this
game if you are under 25 years old. Cause this is old school fps with old graphics and controls. Its a finding the way kind of
game where you need to find a key, lock up next room etc etc. Its not great but there is tons of
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 games that makes this game to golden. But its f2p and if you want to have a little
childhoodnostalgia, then try it out. Do you remeber games titles like "Zero Tolerans"? That was
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665back then, if i played this in 1995 i would have loved this game.

Pros:
Nostalgia
The sound....attackasdfhkasfhasl from the green dude is super!
Its better then GASP

Cons:
Bad rewiews from younger kids that dont have any clue about what they are talking about.
And the game isnt that great.. There seem to be several bugs around loading that prevent this game from being playable.
Everytime I die and reload a save, I'll mysteriously lose a weapon or all of my ammunition, making forward progress nigh
impossible. It's a shame, because the game itself, while simple, isn't terrible otherwise.. Full of glitches. Many require reload
from save or restart. Walking around on the outside of the game design after falling through wall or floor really is not
interesting. This is even worse than most of the early games. Junk Junk. Developer needs to go back to school for a loooooooong
time.
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